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Errata - corriRe 

1. Page 11 

Due to a numerical error the cross-sections at 57.26 MeV quoted 

in table V have been overestimated by about 5% the correct values 

being 

ao a. a. I a. aa ai a. at 
I -.- c---.. 

24.6!2.0 61.2!3.2 66.5!3.4[5.7!0.9 133.4±5.0 158.0±S.5 82.8±3.8 240.8!7.1 
~-

The corresponding points in fig. 5 and. 6 are incoITeCt by the same amount. 

2. Page 13, line 11 

In8tead of 

the various charged multiplicity of •••• 

read 

.... the various charged multiplicities and the average multiplicity 

of •••• 



'.:' l~z:ary • 

.. \bout 25OC'O InteractiolU of antiprotons of kinetic ~1l'3rgy 

':,;etN~cn 57 end 178 IteV ll'lve been i7IOe,.<mred in a hydrogen bubblf::l 

ch-m,ber. El~H:tio a.nd inela3tic total crosa ~ection.' MO/O been 

II~t:arminoo at 15 vs.luo~ of the antiproton energy. The reaulta 

ha'/e beon compared with theorl!ltical prediotion,,_ 

R i Q S :I U D t o. 

Girce. 25000 inte:oa.cioni d:i entiprotoni di energia oinetiea 

tra 57 e 178 MeV 8000 IItate IllillUrate in una camera a. bolle a. 

idrogeno. 

1,)i !lana detOlrunate 1e !l9zioni d'urto totali ela"tica ad 

inalastiCo. per 15 valori dell 'ener{!ia deU'c.ntiprotone . I riml! 

tat! eona !I'tati confront.:tti oon ]e prcvisirJlli t~oric.."'c . 

179 
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1. - Introduction. 

The interaction of low enargy antlprotoM on proton.s has been studied by various 

authors by means of different detection techniques. Counter detectors, capable of separat

ing the elastic from inelastic reactions have been used by Coombes at al (1) down to 133 

}deV kinetic energy of the incident antiproton • .More recent '!r8nsmi3sion measurements by U. 

Amaldi et 81.(2) yielded the total oross section ~own to about 160 MeV. At lower energies 

the use of counter detectors becomes impracticnl, both because of the small intensity of 

the antiproton betI.ID.S and the inoreasing importance of energy losses and multiple Coulomb 

soathring in the target. Propane {'} and hydrogen ( .. ) (") bubble chambers lIlTe been used 

to erlend the measurements at lower energy. With the hydrogen bubble chamber technique Cork 

at al ( .. ) have measured the elastic and inelastic crees e6cti0Il3 from 45 to 245 MeV, and 

Loken and Derriok (5) the annihilation and. oharge exohange cross .seotiOnB from 25 to 80 t.eV. 

The elaatio "cattering orosa seotion can also be lZIeasured using nuolear emultdona as deteo

tor" (6) (7). This teolurlque bas been reoently U3ed by Hossain and Shaukat C) to measure 

elastic scattering oross sections from 5 to 60 WeV. 

The aim of the present experiment is to measure the p-p oross .seotions in the energy 

region below 200 MeV with higher energy re.solution and better statistical aoouraoy. The 

Saolay 81 em hydrogen bubble chamber has been exposed to a separated antiproton beam from 

the CERN P .5. (cps). About 25000 interactions of antiprotons of ldnetic energy beheen 57 

and 178 MeV have been measured. Elastio. inelastio and total cross aectiolltl haTe been de

termined at 15 different values of the p ld.netic energy. The energy resolution (half width 

at half height) varies f'rom .! 10 MeV at 57 MeV to .! 5 MeV at 177 MeV. 

ReaultB for the inelastio and the total elastic (integrated over all angles) 01'OSS 

aeotioIl3 are given in this paper. Angular distrlbutions for elastic and charge exchange 

scattering rill be presented in forthcoming pa:o>ers. A preliDlinary aooount of this work 

bas alreruV been pu'h1hhed (8). 

2. - Beam am exposure. 

The antiprotons were produced in a Be target at 11.25" by the ciroulating beam of the 

CPS and were transported to the 81 CIII Saclay hydrogen bubble chamber (HBC) by 1lI8&ru1 of the 

separated beam tr&rulport system, described in full detail elsewhere (9), whioh was operat

ing at the CERN P.S. in 1961. The mus aeIBration w!!.!! obtained in two atages with two 0100-

trolltatie separatora ("). The oaloulated contamination of pions and muons at the ohamber 
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WAS 1e88 than 10-
3 

per antiproton. Thi8 has been confinned by the film 8canning. Mom&ntum 

calibration of the beam has been obtained with a high preci8ion (±O.O~) by meana of two 

independent techniqJ6s: wire measurements and the time of flight of protoM and deuteroM 

in the beam. 

Four expo~res of the HBe have been made. covering the energy interval from 178 to 0 

MeV. Since the antiproton intensity dropped very rapidly below 600 MeV/c, the bey momentum 

was set near this value and the antiprotons were moderated down to the required eDergy by 

lDean.:! of absorbers . The f':i..i"st expollure was n:a.de mainly to study the anni.hilatiOD of antipro

tons at rest ('2). A ClOpper abllorber 21.8 g/om2 thick was placed inside the vacuum tank: just 

outside the chamber window in order to have th3 antiprotons stopping in the center of the 

chamber. In the second exposure the copper absorber had a thickness of 13.2 &10m2
• In the 

third exposure 3.97 gloat of Al were placed outside the VIlOUWII ta.nk. No abaorber WM used 

in the fourth exposure. 

The relevant infcrmation concernina: the four exposures is oollected in Table 1. The 

TABLE I 

Beam conditiona 
Momentum. Momentum Absorber inside HBC .t Hvdr. 

Exp. of the beam at the HBC and windows Kin. En. MomentWD 
(MeV/e) (MeV/c) (glem' ) ("eV) (MeV/c) 

I • 615.5 609.0 21.8 Cu + 85.1 4D8.6 

I b 612.8 606.2 1.75 Al 82.5 402.0 

II. 615.5 609.0 13.2 Cu + 125.1 500.'-
lIb 612.8 606.2 1.75 Al 123.2 '-96.3 

3.97 Al. 
III 612.8 606.2 156 .0 563.1 

1.75 Al 

IV 61.3.7 637.3 1. 75 Al 189.6 625.9 

momentum. ot the beam for each exposure is shown in column 2. It ahould be noted that the 

pio"blres of both the 1'1 rst and seoond expoaure have been taken in tltO different I"Ul18 with 

two slightly different beam momenta. The momentum of the antiprotons before they enter 

the HBC vaomun tank is shown in column 3. It has been caloulated from the va.l.ueo of the 

oeoond column taking into account the slowing down in the rmteria.l traversed by the anUpro

tona (four Mylar windows, 165 cm of air and the two scintillation counters which were used 

as monitors). The energy and momentum of the antiprotons entering the hydroGen of the bubble 

chaalber are 8hown in tm la8t two colwnns. '!'hey have been calculated tnkins into aecount the 

&lOwing down in the absorbers and in the chamber and vaouuntank: wa.lls (6.5 n:m. of Al). 

Since the magnetic field of the chlUllber strongly bent tha low momentum particles befbre 

they entered the hydrogen, the HBe oould not be at beam height. A magnet was placod in 1'ront 

8 
.~ 

.J. ... 
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or the ohamber to bend upwarde the antiprotons to be injected in the HBC. The position of 

the cl~mber was ohosen to have in the firat exposure the antiprotons stopping in the center 

ot the chamber nth the max:iJaum magnetic 1"181d (21 kgaus8). In the other three expoaaree the 

magnetic tield wae lowered to 16 ksaUS8 and the current in the injecting magnet Taried in 

order to maxi.a:dze the traok lengtb in the chamber. The antiproton mean trajectorisl!l inaide 

the chamber are sketched in Fig. 1 tor the four exp03ures. 

y 

Pill· 

Antiproton mean trajectories inside the chamber for the four exposures. At the 
entrance fiducial plane the IDQlDcnta are respectively: 

oj 363.5 MeV/c, b ) 414.1 MeV/c , 
c) 542.9 MeV/c, d) 609.7 MeY/c. 

The time duration of the CPS burst during the experiment was about 1 ms J total width at 

ha11" height. However the burst hid a lODg I:;ail (- 5 as) which contained about ~ of the intenai-

ty. An antiproton track belonging to this tail appears much lighter than the tracks of anti

proton~ on time. The problems connected with these tracks are discussed in Section 3. 

3. - Scanninp;. measurements and selection of the events. 

The film has been scanned for all the antiproton interactions. Antiprotons were Msily 

distinguished fran the nry small contamination of mesons because of their higher ionization 

4Ild also ~ since they 10s9 more energy in the a.bsorbers, 'because of their smaller radius of 

ourvature. The interactions "ere olAssified into three groupe: 

a) annihilationa into charged mesona: the antiproton disappears and an oven nwnber of 

charged me~On3 is produoed; 

b) zero-prong events: the antiproton disappear8 and no charged track is prcxluced. These 

events are due either to annihilation into neutral mesons or to the charge exchange reaction 

p+p"n+nj 

c) elastic scattoring events: the antiproton reomerges from the interaction point and a 

recoil proton is sometimes visible. 
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By double soanning ctaf'racti.on ot the film the seaming efficiency was found to be 99% 

for annihilation events and 98% for zero-prong event s. The scanning efficiency f or el asti c 

scattering events obviously depends upon the scattering angle. Details are given in Sect ion 4. 

Por all the recorded events the interaction points have then been measured, together 

with two points on the incOming antiproton track, on at least two of the three s t ereoscopi c 

views. In order to determine the t otal track length scanned, the non interacting t r acks have 

ilao been measured every ten pictures (every twenty in a fraction of the f ilm). The measure-

ments were done on projected ~ge8 of the film at about life size magnification. The typical 

measuring errors on the project ed points were 0.2 mm. Helices have been fitted to the measur-

cd antiproton tracks J both the interacting and non inter acting ones. 

A fiducial volume of interaction MS been defined by an entrance fiducial plane and an 

exit fiduoial plane. The position of these planes with respect to the chamber is shown in 

Fig. 2 together with t he r eference system used. Both pl anes ar e parallel to the z axis J which 

y 

0, 

~----t----x-

-------- ------------- ----- -----------~~===-=---_r------~=--~~-------------=-~~~0~2~----~--'-~~~X ----.. ~--
x x 

0, 

Plg . 

Orthogonal projection on the back side ot the tront glass of the t1duclal 
marks X, the cameras ~, 02 and 0,. the entrance (x = -18.5 em.) Ilnd exit 
(y = x -35 cm) rtducial planes. The lIIelln trajectory for the third exposure 
1s drawn together with the two limit-trajectories. 

ie perpendicular to the chamber windows. These fiducial planes have been chosen in auch a 

way that at least 3 cm of track are visible outside the fiducial volume. To completely de-

termine the interaction volume a beam area on the entrance fiducial plane and an acceptance 

cone about the beam direction have been defined. Only tracks crossing the beam area within 

the acceptance com have been retained. This erulUres that: 

1) the accepted tracks have entered the chambe~ going through the chamber window; 

ii ) the accepted tracks stay well inside the illuminated volume of the e~aber before 

internecting the e,q.t fiducial plane; 

iii) since the acceptanoe cone has an aperture of at mOst 6'10-2 sr the probability of 

accepting an antiproton which has l03t a large fraotion of its energy through interactions 

in the moderator i3 negligible. 
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To apply the aboye mentioned critoria tho int~r8ection of each track: 'fdth tho entrance 

fiducial plane has been determined and the following ~uantitie8 computed: 

- the y and z coordinates of the entrance point (Yo and Eo); 

- the dip angle /3 ; 

_ the angle a beheen the projeotion of the track on the ;r;y plane and the x axis. 

The beam area iB defined by placing limits on Yo and Eo and the acoeptance cone by 11-

mi t:I on a and f3. I D table n the limi ta ul50d tor the fbur exposuree sre !h:mn. 1Dgether with 

TABLJo; II 

Y max. 'l Z min. Z max. i a min. ~ max. - fJ min. p max. P % rej-Y min. e 
Exp. 

(em) (em) ("') (em) (em) (om) (rad) (rad) (nd) (rad) (rad) (rad) ected 

I 
I 0.0 8.0 6.5 12.0 20.0 16.0 -0.11 0.09 -D.02 ..(l.15 0.15 0.00 50.4-

II 0.0 7.5 4.0 12.0 20.0 16.0 0.00 0.21 0.10 -0.13 0.13 0.00 15·0 

III 0.0 7.5 3.5 11.0 21.0 15.7 0.03 0.20 0.11 -0.10 0.10 0.00 8.5 

IV -2. 5 6.0 2.0 14.0 18 .5 16.0 0.06 0.20 0.14 ..(l.06 0.06 0.00 4.8 

the average values of the same ql.l.:lntitiea. The di:ltribution of thBse quantities as dotermin-

ad 003705 troch fran BqX)3Ure III is shown in Fig • .3 both far the interacting (full line) and 

the non interacting (dotted line) tracks. The arrows indicate the limits of acceptance. It 

is lIeen that, at least within these limits, thel'e i:I no significant difference between the 

distributions of interacting and. non interocting tracks. The same ill true for all the ezpo-

sures. 

The percentages of events rejected through theBe ori teris. are shown in the last column 

of table II. ~ percentage ill of course larger the thicker ill the moderator used, becauae 

of multiple Coulomb scattering in the moderetor itself, and is anomalously large for expo

sure I because the beam wall entering with a very high Yo. Very 8.symnetric limits had to be 

placed on Yo to exclude tracks which had entered the HBe hitting the upper edge of the ri.n-

dow. 

In table III we report for each exposure the averllge length of non interacting traoks 

t, the total track length used tt and the total number of interactions fit accepted. In eXpO-

sure I only the first 12 cm of track 18 va been used tor oross lIeotion measurements. 

Particular attention should be devoted to the fact that the time distribution of the 

beam baa a tail of late FBrticles . Since these particles produce very thin tracks, the re-

lative detection efficiency for late interacting and non interacting tracks could in prtnoi-

pIe be different from the analogous quantity for the on time events. To check: this point the 

late tracks have been recorded lIeparately. J.bout 5% of the event" were of this type. The ra

tio (number of events)/(total track length)18s been computed separately for the on time 
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eTents and the late particle3. The two ratios came out equal within the statistical error. 

After this check. late and on time tracks have been treated on equal footing in the deter-

mination of the C1"08S s8ctione. 
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4. - En~rgY detormination and efficiency corrections. 

The density of the liqIid hydrogen in the Saclay HBe has been measured by the CERN -

Saclay Collaboration to be (625:!:1) 10-· g,/cm,( t,). From the known values of the beam momen

tum inside the HBC at the hydrogen (Table I) 1'18 can then compute the average energy of the 

antiprotolU at the entranoe of the fiduoial volume (Table IV). For the exposures II, III ani 

TAB L E I U 

Exposure I II III IV 

t (em.) 10 53 5'> 55 

<t (km.) 0.48 11.5 13.1 11.9 

"t 411 8641 85'>1 7267 

TABLE IV 

I II 
Exposure III IV 

a b a b 

Entrance 
Energy 67 62 112 110 144 178 

(MaV) 

Exit 
Energy - --

(MeV) 
5'> 50 102 144 

IV the average energles at the exit of the fiducial volume can also be computed and are shown 

in the table. It appears that the whole range of energy up to 180 MeV is covered, with aome 

overlap, by the four exposures. 

In exposure I the antiprotom stop in the ohamber. Their average residual range from 

the entrance in the fiducial region, as computed from the known beam momentum i.s expected to 

be 29 em. The experimental distribution oftheJalgth ofl)32 annihilating traoks from exposure I 

is .shown in fig. 4. If allow-anoe is made for in flight annihilations this distribution results 

to be approxi.:ma.tively gaussian. The average range is 28 om. in good agreement with the expeo-

ted value. The r.m.s. spread is ! 5 em. of hydrogen. This spread is the same for all energies 

indipendently from the thicknees c£ mterial travereed by the beam. The corre8ponding momen-

tum spread or the beam is ~Po/Po = O.B~ at 615 MeV/o , in good agreement with the beam deeiBn 

data. H01'1'eTer ai'ter the slowing down through the moderator and the hydrogen the momentum spread 

increa888: if we call Po the initi:u IDOmentuJl, W8 get at a momentum p, 

'p. [(dP/dx)p/(dP/dx )I\,J 'Po '" (Po/p)··· 'Po 

8, 
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For each interac tion the arc length • of the incoming antiproton traok from the en-

trance fiduciRl plane to the interaction point ~ been determined. The events have been 

grouped a ccording to the value of • in intervals of 10 em each .. T~ average energy of each 

group is equal to t he known energy of the beam at tiE entrance minua the energy lost in the 

liq.lid hydrogen up to tb:t center of the interval. The distribution of residual ranges 111 the 

superposition of a gauss i a n distribution due to the beam spread with a flat rect8..D8Ular di

stribut ion having the size of the chosen interval. The resulting distribution (not gaussian) 

has a full width a t hal.f height or 14 em of liquid hydrogen. The distribution in ersrgy in-

s ide each interval is Clore complicated and. its width and shape depend upon the elJJ!;rgy .. Three 

typical energy distributions normalized to the same arbitrary height are shown on the abscis-

138 axis of fig. 5. 

The momentum of the interacting tracks could alao be determined by measuring the curva-

ture of the incoming antiprotons. The above desc rll "(1 procedure however has been prefeITed 

becauae the error of a measurement of curvature strongly depends on momentum and track length, 

and furthermore because the resulting momentum error is larger than the momentum spread of the 

beam, except tor the longest tracks in exposure II. 

500 

400 

300 Fig . 4 

Track length distribution of 

anni hilat in g antiprotons in 
200 

the fl r s l exposu~e. 

'00 

O~----or---~--~--~--~~--r-~ 
10 20 30 40 SO em. 
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A sistematic bias could be introducod by tho presence of a tail of beam tracks having 

on energy considerably smtlller than the average beam energy. A stopping antiproton in fact 

alway:! annihilates at the end of its range while an average beam tr~ck. 50 em long, has 

about a 2O'j.i proba.bility of annihilation. A 8mall contamination of stopping antiprotons in 

the beam tracks oould then cause a serirus overestimation of the annihilation cross Bection, 

\Ye expected this effect to be negligible since all the processes by which an antiproton can 

10S8 a large amount of its energy without being scattered out of the beam are very impro

bable. This:is oonfirm:l1:u radius c£ a.u'Vature mea8urementa. k til:! curvature fer a Gtopping'track 

.is very different trom tint r:£ a 50!.~ (or more) antiproton, ENel1 with rout!tl curvature measurements we 

cam :let an upper limit of1% on ihe contamination at stopping a.nt:iJroinns in the in f"llsht events. 

Before computing CroSB seotions we must correct the observed number of events for pos

sible detection inef~ienoies. The observed number of annihilation and zero-prong events has 

aiIQply to be increased by 1 and c~ respectively to take into account scanning 10ss8s. The pro

bability of detection of an elastic soattering decreases rapidly with decreasing defleotion 

angle. To an>id very large effioiency corrections, after having measured all the detected 

events, we retained only those with a laboratory scattering angle larger than 7°. To obtain 

the nuclear elas tio soattering cross section from these events, the fallowing corrections 

were applied: 

a) tho obecned nwa.ber "alii increased by Z" since the scanning efficiency fur these 

events, as determined by double scanning, is 98%; 

b) events with a laboratory scattering angle between 7° and about 180 can be missed at 

the scanning if the plane of scattering makes a large angle with the plane of the front slus 

ot tho ahamber. By l'eCJ,\iring the distribution of the normal to the soattering plane around 

the direotion of the incident particle to be isotropio, we oan estimate this loss to be about 

3%; 
0) the cross seotion for Coulomb scattering at laboratory angles larger than 7° bM been 

lIubtraotal. This OroS8 seotion is only 1.2 !lib at our lowest energy and rapiOJ.y decre&lles with 

energy; 

d) the number of nuclear soatterings at angles smaller than 7° bas been estimated extra

polating to 0° tho measured differential cross sections by use of the optical theorem. The 

possible presence of a real forward scattering amplitude would not modify strongly this esti

mate: an increase of 20% in the differential cross section at 0° would produoe an increase by 

only about 1% in the total elastio cross section. 

~89 
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Af'ter applying these correotions, the cross seotiona for each interval oan be obtained 

f rom t he f ormula 

f 

n 
cr = un; 

n = oorrect ed number of events in the interval 

o = denaity of hydrogen 

N = Avogadro 1 s numb er 

L = to tal l ength of trac k crossing. the interre.l • 

I 

-_ ;I; I A 
--__ 'x' ___ ~! ! I 15 ! I I I 

elastic --

50 100 150 
PI i. 5 

Total ,lnelastic and elastic cr oss 9 sections ver sus ener gy. 

I This work; i A. Hossa i n and M. Shaukat (7); ~ B. Cork et a1. (f ). 

f JG. Loken and II. Derrick. ('); I u. Amaldl et a1. (I) ; 1 c. Coombes et al~ I ). 

The curves are t heoretical cal culations by M. Ceschis and A. Per l mutter (dotted 

line) and by J .P. Elag i n et al.(dashed line). 

Energy resolution curves tor this experiment are shown on the abscissa axis. 

200 MeV 



<:0 
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Lahoratory 
ld..netic 

energy Tp 
( •• V) 

57.26 

70.90 

82.64 

9J.18 

102.89 

111.94-

120.46 

128.61 

1J6.J7 

14J.77 

150.96 

157.89 

164.6J 

171.18 

177.54 

a, 

25.0!2.2 

I 
2O.0!1.7 

19.9!1.6 I 
19.7!1.6 

I 
18.3:!:1.2 

18.5±1.2 

18.J!1.5 I 

19.6!1.5 

18.0!1.4 

15.7:!:1.1 

14.9±1.4 

15.7!1.4 

15.7!1.4 

14.5±1.3 

16.4..±1.3 

a, a, 

63.0!3.7 70.3!4..0 

46.9!2.7 58.7'J.1 

43.7!2.5 59.J'J.0 

45.6'2.5 54.9!2.8 

41.2!1.8 51.6!2.1 

44.2!1.9 49.5!2.1 

39.1!2.2 47.9'2.5 

J6.J'2.0 46.4!2.3 

4O.5±2.1 48·5!2.3 

34.2±1.7 44.2!1 . 9 

37.4!2.2 46.7±2.5 

36.2!2.1 48.0!2.5 

36.6:!:2.1 42.7:!:2.3 

J5.6'2.0 41.8±2.2 

36.2±:2.0 41.5!2.1 

TABLE V 

C r 0 s s sections 
P=f1s!Ut • 

a. ua,=ua+ 
ui=o'a,+uo a. Ut=ua+O'i 

I 
+U'" +0'. 

7.2!1 .. 1 14O.9!6.1 166.2!6.8 85·J±lo-.5 251.8!9.1 0.JJ9tO.022 3.21!0.04-

6.HO.9 111.8!4..6 131.9:!:5.1 74 .. 2!3.6 206.0!6 .. 9 0.J60.o.021 J.27.o.Di+ 

6.1!0.9 109.2!4.4- 128.6±4.8 69.7'J.J 198.9,6.4 0.351!0.02O 3 .. 31!0.04 

6.0.0.9 106.4!4.1 126.5!4..5 69.6'J.2 196.7'6.0 0.353!0.020 3.26!0.04-

4.0.0.5 97.0:!:3.0 115.5'J.J 69.5'2.4 185.6'4.5 0.J75.o.015 J.2J'0.OJ , 

5.J'0.7 99.1:!:3.0 117.7'J.J 58.4!2 .. 2 175.7::4.2 0.332:0.014 J.21.o.0J 

5.0!O.8 92.2!3.5 110.5'J.9 61.6!2.8 172.3!5.0 0.J57.o.019 J.26.o.Di+ 

J.5.o.6 86. 5±3.2 106.0!3.7 62.,,±2.7 168.3:!:4.8 0.J70.o.019 3.24±0.04 

4.1.0.7 93.1±3.3 111.3!3.6 61.1!2.6 172.4!4.7 0.J55.o.018 J.22-'<l.Di+ 

4.9±0.6 8".6±2.7 99.4'J.0 6O.0±2.3 159.7'J.8 0.J76.o.017 3.30!0.04 

4.1±0.7 88.1:!:3.4 103 .. 0±3.7 62.1!2.9 165.1 '4. 7 0.J76.o.021 3. 24±O.05 

4.2!O.7 88.4'J.J 104.1±3.6 64.1 :2.8 168.2±4.5 0.}82.o.019 3.28!O.04. 

5.5.0·8 84.8±3.2 100.5:!:3.4 6O.8±:2.7 161.3::4.3 0.J77.o.02O J.27.o.05 

J.9.o.7 81.3±:3.0 95.8'J.J 60.2±2.6 156.0!4..1 0.}86.o.019 3. 22:!O.04. 

3.4..±D.6 81.0±2.9 97.4:3.2 55.6:2.4 153.0:!:4.0 o. J64..'<l.019 J.19.o.Di+ 

-
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In Table V the reaulh obtained for the followill8 oross sections are shown 

00: O-prong events 

02, 0", 0',: annihilation into 2, 4, or 6 charged JDeBOJ1S 

O'a = 0',+0,,+0'6: total of annihilations into oharged meao~ 

0'1 ~ 0'.+00: total of inelastio events 

O's: elaatic aoatterins 

at = 0'8+°1: total of all the events 

88 afunotlon of the kinetic energy Tj) of the incident antiproton in the laboratory system. 

Indicated errors are statistical. Also shown are p, the ratio of the elastic to the total 

oroSI! sections, and W, the average charged multiplicity of annihilations with charged prongs. 

I n fig. 5. Ott a1 and as are shown ver3U8 Tp together with previous result!! in the same 

energy r&.n8e. Energy resolution curves for three di.!'ferent energies are drawn, in arbitrary 

unita, on the 8acisa8 axis. The ratio P = oal0t does not vary 8ignificant~ over our energy 

interval and is equal to about 0.37. The tact that p is smaller than 0.5 indicated that the 

angular momentum wave!! that contribute 1x;) the annihilation are only partially absorbed. 

\ 
\ 

\ 

""', \ 

charged prong ann. 

~, I o prong 

50 100 150 

Charged prong ann ihil ation and zero prODl~ cross-sec ti ons verSUR energ,} . 

I This Work ; ~ B. Cork et a1. ( .. ); f J . G. Loken und M. Derrlck(5l; 

{- C. Coombes et al (1). The curves represent two fits to the annihI
lation cr oss-section assulling an e ne r gy dependence la'll' of type 1r(a+,,-)2 
(dashed line) and c (dotted li ne) reRpectlve ly The ~e5 t valucs a r c 
a .; 0.90 F = 0 .64 "-,r and c = 11. 4 F.; 8 I ""-tr 

, 

200MeV 

I 
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The knowledge of p and of the "total CT038 section (Tt, allOW!) one to malce ... sta.tement 

on the minimum number ot angular JnOmentum. waves contributing to th& annihilation proceu("'). 

The present data indicate that in aJ.l this energy range p&rtial ",llY'B!J lrith vallell of the orbit&l 

angular momen'b.un t (and 10tal angular momentum J) up to at least t = 2 (and J :; 2), must 

oontribute to the Annihilation prooess. 

In tig. 6 the OroS8 sectioru!J for annihilations into c.ha.rged mesom 0"8 aM. for zero-

prong e'Yen"tsuo are separately shown. The annihilation craM section shows a 8tDOOth decr&aae 

nth inereadng enfll'gy. In fact tM data oan be quite well fitted assuming an energy depen

dence of the cross section of the type A/~ = B~ with A = 1037 mb MeVv~ and B = 11.~ , (~ 

being the "Bye number of the relatiTe motion). The distribution of annihilation events into 

the yarioWl charged multiplicity of charged prongs do not show any appreciable variation 

onr our energy range and are not different from those found frem annihilation at rest (15). 

To the cross seotion tor O-pl'On& eTents oontribute both annihilation into neutral me-

sona and charge exchange soattering. Exoept in a few cases in which an antineutron etar 1a 

rleible, the two classes ot events are indistinguishable. The percentage of armihilations 

yielding all neutral products is known (5)(15) far antiprotone at rest (only S wan capture) 

to be 3.5%. We cannot howeTer safely extrapolate this result to our energies. A state of on

ly neutral piona is eTen under charge conJu~tion and at rest it can be produced only tro. 

the sin&let S state, which has a slD&l.l. statistioal weight. At our energies however contribu

tiona mID the triplet states ('p and posdbly 31p) are expected to be prellent. An increue 

at a faotor 2 to 3 in the percentage 01' o-P~1l! annihilatioDII oannot then be excluded ("). 

Pro. our data the CroBS section for O-prong eTents is about 2a;.b of the cross section for 

anni.bila.tion into charged piow. We can then guoss that the charge exchange cross section 

should account for 50 to 80 per cent of our O-prong events. 

6. - Comparison with theoretical IDOde18. 

A very Simple model of antinucleon-nucleon interaction hall been conaidered by Koba and 

Takeda CY). TtE'y simply ootlllider absorption and "shadow" 8catteri~ by a black .sphere with

out UJ;f surrcund:ing potentiaL If a is the rndiU.5 of the black sphere the annihilation C1'OIIII 

section should niTe the form O'a;: lI'( ... ~,yl. A good tit to our data is obtained with a:; 0.901' 

0.64 kw. The predicted total crol!lS section 18 however too low. 

The effect of a real nucleon-anti nucleon potential waB tint considered by Ball and 

Chew C-,. They con.sider the N-N interaction as compolled by two parts. A first part, oomple

tel::r analogcU.5 to the nucleon-nucleon iJJteraotion, can be desoribed by a real potential 1IIhich 

ill obtained from the N-N potential taking into account the effeot of charge conju[1ltion. 

The second part describes annihilation and ~ no analogy in the N-N case. This second part 

ill schelDatll'.ed by introduoing a completely absorptive central care. Ball and Chew use then 

the WKB approximation in the calculations and the result iI!I ind.ependent from the 8.3sumed core 

radim. The main difficulty with tmBe caloulatioDII is that eooh an~ar momentum "ave is tl.B

suaed to be either completely ablJOrbed or not abllorbed at all. As a cOl'llJequenoe the predioted 

9 
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scatt~ring cross scction ifJ 1m"eer tl1RJl the absorption cross section. Experimentally the 

rever:JO ia true: ela:stic scattering accounts only for about 31fo of the total cross section. 

A similar model for the N-N interaction has been uaed by Ceschia. and Perlmutter ('9). 

The:; hor,ever avoid the use of the WKB approximation by explici tely solving under certain 

simplifying assumptions the Schroedinger equation. Free parallletera then enter in the theory: 

the radius R of the absorptive core and the wave number of each partial wave inside the core. 

Ceschia and Perlmutter ohoose quite arbitrarily this wave number to be tho same for all the 

partial waves. A reaBonable fit to the data can then be obtained by choosing it to be one 

2 
half of the free particle wave number and with a vo..lue of R .:::: 3' "'Ir. Their results are plot-

ted as a dotted line in fig. 5. It appears that the predicted scattering oross section 18 

higher than the measured one, too discrepancy being at about 20% below 100 MeV. 

Similar calculations have been made by M.S. Spergel ~). He minimizes scattering with 

respect to absorption by ohoosinB the wave number of each parlitil wave inside the core in 

such a way to tdnimize the aIDOlmt of reflection of each flave at the boundary. Core radii 

of 0.;;0, 0. 55 and 0.60 "'" have been tried. A radius of 0.50 or 0.55 'k". can give the oorrect 

scattering oross section but the predioted annildlation cross seotion is than too low by 

2Ot-29%. ~ use of a larger core radius would probably bring the annihilation CI033 section 

in agreement with measurements. However we oannot say if this can be done without cha~ 

too mucll the soatteriJ1,l!; cross section. 

In conclusion it appears that the attempt to describe the srmihilation prooess by simply 

intl'Oduoing a oompletely absorptive core in addi tion to the real potential, oan explain the 

annihilation cross section, provided a quite large oore radius of about 2/3 'k". is assumed. 

The ratio p of the elastio to the total cross section however turns out to be always too 

large. This might be an intrinsic diffioulty of the model due to the very sharp boun.d.ar,y of 

the absorptive region. 

A di1"£erent approach to the problem ia to represent the interaction leading to amihi

lation by a suitably ch05en ima,ei.n9.ry potential. No theoretical prediction exists for the 

shape and strength of the potential whioh oon i:hoo l:e chosen quite arbitrarily to fit the expe

rimental data. This type of calculations M a recently been performed by Nemirovsk.iJ and 

no) -ric Strokov \ who used an imaginary potential of the type V = Vo e , with Vo .. 4 GeV, 

c = 0.2 ~". • Their results are also plotted in fig. 5 (dashed line). The agreement with 

the experimental data is only fair, the elastic sca ttering OroSB seotion being now underesti

cated by about 2OJho 

J!ore recently Bryan e.nd Phillips (~ have made calculations tudng an imaginary potential 

of the typo Vo/[1+:h. exp(ar) ]. Th$" preliminary results appear tn give a good fit both tn the 

elastic e.nd inelastic cross sections. 

19 ' 
'" 
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